The dynamical group associated with the Dirac equation with a radially symmetric potential is represented in terms of integrals with respect to the operator valued set functions associated with the Dirac equation in four space-time dimensions.
Introduction
It has been suggested that the Dirac equation is only of historical interest for contemporary quantum physics. Nevertheless, V. S. Popov [PI, P2] has argued that the Dirac equation with a Coulomb potential provides a good model for the spectra of one electron atoms with critical nuclear charge, in whose regime quantum electrodynamic effects are negligible. Questions concerning the essential selfadjointness of Dirac operators seem best to be answered by the introduction of the physically relevant term corresponding to an anomalous magnetic moment [Be] . The present work is concerned with the path integral representation of the dynamical group associated with a radially symmetric Dirac operator. The mathematical phenomenon of singular perturbations present in quantum field theory is already illustrated by the Dirac equation with a Coulomb potential, so this is a good area to test path integration techniquesthis aspect is discussed in greater detail below.
In a series of papers by T. Ichinose and H. Tamura [II] , [12] , [I-T1] , [I-T2] , [I-T3] , the existence and support properties of a countably additive matrix valued path-space measure for the Dirac equation in two space-time dimensions are established. The properties required of a semigroup S and a spectral measure Q in order that for each £>0, there be an associated countably additive operator valued measure M t were given in the article [J3] , and the operator valued measure associated with the Dirac equation in two space-time dimensions realised as an example of the general scheme outlined there. In four spacetime dimensions, the operator valued set functions M t associated with the Dirac equation are unbounded [12] , [Z] , [J4] .
By representing the Dirac operator in four space-time dimensions as a direct sum of operators unitarily equivalent to operators acting on a space of C 2 -valued functions on the positive real line, T. Ichinose and H. Tamura [I-T2] also constructed families of matrix valued path space measures, but only for short times and restricted initial data. The purpose of the present note is to show that the notion of integration with respect to a closable family of set functions [Jl] may be applied to the same representation of the Dirac operator in order to represent the dynamical group U(t) associated with the Dirac equation with a radially symmetric potential as an integral with respect to the operator valued set function M t for each £>0. The restriction to radially symmetric potentials is related to the well-known fact that a symmetric hyperbolic system is L^-bounded for p^2 if and only if the associated system of hermitian matrices commutes [Br] ; this excludes the Dirac operator. The radial symmetry realises the Dirac operator as a sum of operators unitarily equivalent to hyperbolic systems with a single matrix coefficient of the radial derivative, at the expense of introducing a l/r singularity at zero. The radial symmetry thereby facilitates control of convergence in the path integral.
The term "process" mentioned in the title refers to the underlying random process in which the operator valued set functions M t , t>Q are used to measure random events in place of a probability measure. The idea of associating set functions with a general semigroup S and spectral measure Q is due to I. Kluvanek [Klu] .
Ideas similar to those of [J3, Theorem 3] and [I-T3] establish the property that M t is closable with respect to a family of operator valued measures M ( t s \ £>0 supported on the space Q of radial paths in IR 3 with speed of light c. If V is a suitable radially symmetric potential, then the dynamical group U associated with the Dirac equation has the representation for all £>0, in the fashion of the Feynman-Kac formula for the Wiener process.
An unfortunate consequence of the support property of the operator valued measures Ml s} , s>0 is that for the Coulomb potentials defined for each <2>0 by x r->v a (x)= -a/\x , ,teR 3 \{0}, the function s --* V a (a>(s)\ Q^s^t is not integrable on [0, £] for a set of paths a)^Q which is non-null with respect to the operator valued measure M\ B \ s>0; these paths co first hit the origin at some time 0<X<a, so that the integral of the function s >-> V a (a)(s)) has a logarithmic singularity in a neighbourhood of t w . For the Dirac operator, it is well-known that the Coulomb potential is singular in the sense that squaring the Dirac equation gives rise to a singularity more like k/r z in the Schrodinger equation-it turns out that only for a<;V3/2 is the Dirac operator with the potential V a essentially selfadjoint on C7 (K 3 \{0} ; C 4 ) [W, Theorem 6.9 ]. In the range V3/2<<2<1 there is a "physical" selfadjoint extension which ceases to exist in the range a^l (see [KS] and the references there). The situation for the Dirac equation is in contrast with the Schrodinger equation in 1R 3 . There the Feynman-Kac formula for the Wiener process picks out the "physical" selfadjoint extension of -1/2J+V in the case that the form sum of the free Hamiltonian -1/2/3 and the potential V is bounded below. The potential V may have singularities on a set of capacity zero.
The natural interpretation in the present context is that the Kac functional "~ r t "i
a>^>exp|-i\ V(a)(s))ds\, a)^Q is not the right multiplicative functional to use
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in the case of the Coulomb potential or other singular potentials associated with physically reasonable dynamics. The situation is reflected in the P(0) 2 Euclidean quantum field theory [G-J] , where the construction of multiplicative functional of the field involves "renormalisation". General results guaranteeing the existence of bounded (S, Q, 0-set functions on L p -spaces are presented in section one. Properties of the semigroups associated with the Dirac operator D are established in section two. Here a number of results concerning approximation of semigroups to be used in section six are established.
As mentioned previously, the free Dirac operator D with mass meR may be represented as the direct sum of operators unitarily equivalent to the differential operators
for &eZ\{0}. The operators r k are essentially selfadjoint [W, Theorem 6 .9], so we actually need to use their closures in L 2 ((0, °°); C 2 ). For each s>0, Mp } is the operator valued set function associated with the family of operators (0.1) in which the expression kr~l is replaced by kr~l for r>£ and by ke' 1 for r<e.
The results of section one ensure that M £ (£) , s>0 are operator valued measures. The diameter of the range of M f (£) , e>0 diverges as s -0 + .
In section four we establish the support property of Mr c) , t>0 by writing Mj £) in terms of a perturbation expansion. Section five is devoted to proving, in the terminology of [Jl] , that for each £>0, the (S D , QR, All vector space are assumed to be over the complex scalars. A locally convex space X is said to be quasi-complete if every closed and bounded subset is complete. In particular, a quasi-complete space is sequentially complete. The space of all continuous linear operators on a locally convex space X is denoted by -C(X). It is endowed with the topology of strong convergence. If X is a Banach space, then by the uniform boundedness principle, J?(X) is quasicomplete.
The identity operator on X is denoted by /. A semigroup S of operators is a function S: [0, oo)->_£y0 such that S(t) S(s) Proof. We first make a few obvious remarks. If S(t) , t^O is a family of bounded linear operators on X such that for some dense set of vectors x^X, the equality S(t)S(s)x = S(t + s)x holds for all s, t^Q, then 5 is actually a semigroup of operators. If, in addition, S(t), t>Q is uniformly bounded in a neighbourhood of t=Q and \rni t~.Q +S(t)x = x for a dense set of vectors x^X, then S is a Co-semigroup of operators acting on X.
Because Discarding //-null sets, if necessary, for any element E of the algebra a(Sj, the additivity of M Ait ensures that operator M A>t (E) maybe represented as the sum of the operators M Aft (E ki3 S(t-tn) 
It is clear that the proof can now be completed by induction. ([i) , so by duality, the norm estimate sup{\\M B ,t(E)\\_c(Li(ri» ' E(=a(<S t (^C\L 2 (fjt) and all sets E belonging to the algebra a(S t ) of sets generated by S t .
According to formula (1.2), the equality M Btt (E) -e~K t N*M A .t(E) N holds for all sets E<=S t , because N and Q commute. By the additivity of the set functions M B ,t and M A , t, the equality must hold on the algebra a(<St) generated by <S t ; the conclusion follows, m Up until now, we have been concerned not with the cy-additivity of the set functions M Ait , but only with their boundedness on the algebra a(St)-For the next statement, it is convenient to introduce a regularity assumption on the spectral measure Q.
Let £T m be a sub-<7-algebra of the Borel subsets of a Hausdorff space X. Let E be a locally convex space. A vector valued measure m: 3 m -*E is said to be regular, if for every A<=% m and every neighbourhood U of zero in E, there exists a set 5e£T m and a compact subset K of X such that B^K^A, and m(C)e£7 for all Ceff m such that C^A\B. , of the operator r k defined by (0.1) on the space C"J(R + ; C 2 ) of smooth C 2 -valued functions with compact support. The essential self ad joint ness of the operator D with domain C?°(R 3 \{0} ; C 4 ) serves to establish the essential selfadjointness in L 2 (R + ; C 2 ) of the operator r k for each k = ±l, ±2-". A convenient reference for these and other standard facts from the spectral theory of differential operators is [W] . The details are laid out more explicitly in [A] .; C 2 ) be the linear operator defined by T ± /=±(Q __f)f for all /e 3) (T ± In this section, we show that there is a distinguished subset Q of the set <Qoo of all paths in R 3 such that for any A^a (S t ) disjoint from Q, M t (e) (£)=0 for all sets B^a (S t [S, p 188 ]. An application of Prokhorov's theorem [S, Theorem 21, (which has a direct extension to scalar valued set functions) to the measure (Rt k ,'f f, g) yields a regular Borel measure on ylj(R+ xJjX5 (7 ) The operator valued set function M t is the strong operator limit of the family <M| S) > £ > 0 of operator valued measures on the algebra a(S t )-It is therefore natural to view integration with respect to M t as being controlled by the measures <Mp } > £ > 0 ; this is the viewpoint adopted in [Jl] The few facts and definitions we need concerning integration with respect to vector measures are given in [K-K] . For example, in the present context, all bounded measurable functions are integrable II.3 Lemma 1]. A set N is a null set with respect to a vector measure m with values in a locally convex space X, if and only if N is null with respect to the variation |<ra, %'>! of the scalar measure <m, #'> for each x' belonging to the continuous dual X' of X [K-K, p 22] . The usual terminology concerning properties occurring "almost everywhere" with respect to m then has a meaning.
Throughout this section £>0 is a fixed number. 
and e-w-v>* = \ expf V((o(s))ds \dMf(a)) hold for all
Proof. The function s->V(fl>(s)), O^s^^ is bounded and Borel measurable, so it is integrable for every co^Q and £>0. It follows from the assumption of spherical symmetry that the function w^exp ±i\ V(a)Xs))ds , (o^Q is bounded and tf(cS;)-measurable, so it is M?~-integrable II. 3 Lemma 1] . It is Mt-M t -integrable by virtue of Lemma 2.7.
The conclusion follows from Lemma 2.7, however, the following proof is more integration theoretic, see [Si, p 50] 
